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compared the strength of the category

effect in the two areas by means of a

selectivity index reflecting the category

boundary (Figure 1B); during test pre-

sentation (when the actual comparison

happens), IT cells reflect the boundary

just as well as LPFC cells do. Freedman

et al. (2003) also showed that cells in

LPFC exhibit stronger representation of

behavioral factors such as match/non-

match status and selection of the corre-

sponding behavioral response. Addition-

ally, the average response latency was

faster for IT than LPFC cells, indicating

that category information is resolved in

IT first, a finding not compatible with a

top-down influence of LPFC on IT during

perceptual categorization.

To conclude, the Minamimoto et al.

study rules out a general top-down influ-

ence of LPFC in visual perceptual cate-

gorization but leaves open the possibility

that LPFC is essential for category-based

action selection. Their study exemplifies

the importance of the lesion study

approach for determining the necessity

of brain regions for cognitive processes;
neurophysiological and functional neuroi-

maging studies are powerful in establish-

ing correlations between neural activity

and behavior, but cannot determine

causality. Future lesion studies should

aim to investigate whether Minamimoto

et al.’s finding generalizes across different

levels and types of visual categorization;

determine the necessary contributions of

other brain regions in PFC and beyond;

and thereby focus future investigations

into the neural mechanisms of a cognitive

process as important and ubiquitous as

visual categorization into regions known

to be necessary for supporting the

behavior.
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In flies, retrograde BMP signaling is an important mechanism by which postsynaptic cells regulate the struc-
ture and function of presynaptic terminals, ostensibly through changes in gene expression. Transcriptional
targets, however, have remained mysterious. In this issue of Neuron, Haghighi and colleagues begin to
unravel this puzzle by identifying the cytoskeletal regulator Trio.
A crucial aspect of synapse assembly is

the coordinated sizingof pre- and postsyn-

aptic structures. Studies in many systems

suggest the presence of both anterograde

and retrograde signals that mediate this

intertwined process. A prevalent signal-

ing mechanism that mediates retrograde

control of presynaptic growth is the control

of gene expression by the bone morpho-
genetic protein (BMP) family (Aberle

et al., 2002; Marqués et al., 2002; McCabe

et al., 2003; Rawson et al., 2003). However,

until now, specific BMP transcriptional

targets had remained elusive. In this issue

of Neuron, Ball and colleagues (Ball et al.,

2010) provide the first evidence for such

a target, using the Drosophila larval neuro-

muscular junction (NMJ) as a model
system. In this preparation, the release of

a BMP by postsynaptic muscles regulates

the extent of presynaptic growth. During

larval development, the body wall muscles

undergo a massive increase in size,

leading to a rapid decrease in the input

resistance of the muscle membrane. To

maintain synaptic efficacy, presynaptic

terminals must enhance presynaptic
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Figure 1. Retrograde BMP Signaling at the Drosophila Larval NMJ
Gbb is released by muscle cells, promoting the dimerization of presynaptic Wit and Tkv or Sax. The
receptor then phosphorylates Mad within the motor neuron, which establish a complex with Medea.
The P-Mad/Medea complex is translocated into the motor neuron nucleus, where it binds to target genes.
One such target gene is the GEF Trio, a regulator of Rac, which is thought to regulate the synaptic cyto-
skeleton, promoting synaptic growth (see text for further details). mT, microtubule; glu, glutamate; GluR,
glutamate receptor.
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output. This is accomplished by a contin-

uous increase in the numberof presynaptic

boutons and the number of neurotrans-

mitter release sites within each bouton,

events that occur in exact coordination

withmuscle growth. Thus, synaptic expan-

sion serves as a homeostatic control of

synaptic strength (Davis, 2006).

Several lines of evidence suggest that

the coordinated expansion of presynaptic

terminals is regulated by the release of the

BMP Glass bottom boat (Gbb) from the

growing muscle cells (Figure 1). Gbb binds

to the type I BMP receptors Thick veins

(Tkv) or Saxophone (Sax) and type II BMP

receptor, Wishful thinking (Wit), at pre-

synaptic terminals (Aberle et al., 2002;

Marqués et al., 2002; McCabe et al.,

2003; Rawson et al., 2003). In the BMP

pathway, dimerization of type I and type

II BMP receptors leads to phosphorylation

of the intracellular transcription factor

Receptor Activated Smad (R-Smad;

Mothers Against Dpp [Mad] being an R-

Smad in Drosophila), which then binds to

a co-Smad (Medea in Drosophila) forming

a transcriptionally active complex. The

complex is imported into the nucleus

where it regulates the transcription of BMP

target genes (Moustakas and Heldin,
474 Neuron 66, May 27, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier
2009). Consistent with this model, muta-

tions in sax, wit, and gbb result in NMJs

with abnormally fewer synaptic boutons

and a decrease in the size of evoked

responses. Further, alterations in the

above genes or disruption of retrograde

transport in motor neuron axons elimi-

nates the labeling of embryonic motor

neuron nuclei by antibodies that cross-

react with phosphorylated Mad (P-Mad)

(Marqués et al., 2002; McCabe et al.,

2003; Rawson et al., 2003). However, a

mechanism by which the translocation of

P-Mad into the nucleus is translated into

changes in synaptic growth and function

has not been identified despite intense

research in this area.

Ball and colleagues demonstrate that

the Rho-type guanyl-nucleotide exchange

factor (GEF), Trio, is under the transcrip-

tional control of the BMP pathway and,

together with Rac, is involved in presyn-

aptic growth and regulation of neurotrans-

mitter release. Small G proteins and their

exchange factors have been long impli-

cated in modulating actin polymerization.

Further, studies at the Drosophila NMJ

show that Trio regulates a population of

microtubules important for synaptic

growth (Pawson et al., 2008). Thus, these
Inc.
studies provide the first direct link

between activation of the BMP pathway

and the growth of presynaptic arbors.

The authors show that overexpressing

either a GEF-dependent or GEF-indepen-

dent form of Rac in motor neurons induced

an increase in presynaptic expansion.

Most importantly, the effects of the GEF-

dependent, but not the GEF-independent,

Rac relied on BMP signaling, as mutations

in wit or mad prevented the action of GEF-

dependent Rac. The identity of the GEF

regulating Rac function was determined

by a candidate gene approach. In partic-

ular, the authors showed that a mutation

in trio reduced the number of presynaptic

boutons and neurotransmitter release.

Notably, expressing a Trio transgene in

motor neurons suppressed the effect of

mutations in mad and wit, suggesting

that Trio was downstream of these BMP

pathway signaling components. Consis-

tent with a transcriptional control of trio

by BMP, the authors found that in mad

mutants, the level of Trio was reduced in

the embryonic nervous system and the

larval ventral ganglion. A likely direct inter-

action of Mad with the trio promoter was

supported by two lines of evidence. First,

an in vitro luciferase reporter assay of

the trio promoter showed an increase in

reporter activity when Mad or a constitu-

tively active Tkv form was expressed in

HEK293 cells. This enhancement in

reporter activity was dissected to a 1688

bp region within the trio promoter. Second,

a chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)

assay of Mad, conducted in animals in

which a Myc-tagged Mad transgene was

overexpressed in motorneurons, resulted

in the amplification of the trio promoter,

suggesting that trio is a direct transcrip-

tional target of Mad.

These findings solidify the notion that

retrograde BMP signaling is required for

the regulation of cytoskeletal elements

known to be important for synaptic

growth and that part of this regulation

includes the transcriptional activation of

a cytoskeletal regulator. Although BMPs

have been best studied for their role as

retrograde regulators, several BMP

receptors and P-Mad are also found in

Drosophila larval muscles (Dudu et al.,

2006), suggesting that BMP regulation is

more complex and likely to control

a variety of synaptic mechanisms beyond

retrograde control. Indeed, recent studies
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have uncovered a role for the type I Acti-

vin-type BMP receptor, Baboon (Babo),

in larval muscles in controlling the tran-

scription of Gbb (Ellis et al., 2010).

Although the exact source of the BMP

ligand in this case, Dawdle, is not clear,

these experiments suggest that BMP

signaling in the muscles themselves regu-

late the retrograde activity of BMPs.

BMPs have also been implicated in

synapse development and plasticity in

mammals (e.g., Sun et al., 2007), but

whether they operate in a retrograde

manner is still undetermined. Instead,

members of the Wnt family, which collab-

orate with BMPs during embryonic

patterning, appear in part to play such a

retrograde role (Salinas and Zou, 2008).

Not surprisingly, both in the mammalian

nervous system, as well as in the fly,

Wnts also play anterograde and autocrine

functions to regulate the development

of both pre- and postsynaptic compart-

ments (Korkut and Budnik, 2009; Salinas

and Zou, 2008). Given the role of the

above two well-characterized morpho-

gens during synapse development, it is

highly likely that other such morphogens

will further increase the complexity of the

signaling pathways that regulate synaptic

growth.

Although the above studies provide a

mechanism for BMP-mediated retrograde

control of synaptic growth, the processes
that regulate synaptic strength through

BMP signaling pathways are less clear.

For example, Gbb-dependent synaptic

growth can be separated from BMP-

dependent changes in synaptic strength

(Goold and Davis, 2007). This is in contrast

with the present study in which regulation

of both synaptic growth and synaptic

strength was shown. The dual control of

synaptic growth and neurotransmitter

release by Trio could be explained by a

demonstrated interaction between Trio

and the Receptor protein phosphatase

Dlar, which controls the development of

release sites (Kaufmann et al., 2002;

Pawson et al., 2008). Whether this second

function could also be under the control of

BMPs remains to be investigated.

Finally, it is also expected that BMP-

dependent retrograde control of synapse

development will involve the transcrip-

tional regulation of many other genes,

which together will weave the fabric of

synaptic growth and function. The identifi-

cation of Trio as a target for BMP regulation

constitutes a significantfirstbuilding block.
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Work by Agus and colleagues in this issue of Neuron defines a human mechanism for the rapid learning of
novel noises. The noises do not have a verbal label, and are stored accurately for weeks.
During the analysis of the auditory world,

we are required constantly to assess

new sound objects and understand these

in the context of the auditory ‘‘scene’’

(Bregman, 1990). Some processing of the

sound scene occurs at a semantic level
after those objects are given verbal labels.

However, we are confronted every day by

a barrage of novel sounds without such

labels that must also be integrated into

the acoustic world and compared with

sounds we might have heard in the
preceding seconds, minutes, hours, days,

or weeks. Over different time scales, such

processing is a critical basis for the crea-

tion of sequences of similar sounds that

act as a building block for auditory cogni-

tion (Moore and Gockel, 2002) and for
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